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Abstract: The outcome economy is a relatively new economic and business paradigm that promotes
focusing on the effects that the use of provided products and services create for customers in their mar-
kets, rather than focusing on these products or services themselves from the providers’ perspective.
This paradigm has been embraced in various fields of business but has not yet been fully integrated
with the concept of smart industry. To fill this gap, in this vision paper we provide a framework that
does make this integration, showing the full structure of customer outcome management in smart
manufacturing, from both business and digital technology perspectives. In applying this structure, a
feedback loop is created that spans the markets of provider and customer and supports data-driven
product evolution, manufacturing, and delivery. We propose a business reference framework that can
be used as a blueprint for designing practical scenarios. We show how integrated digital support for
such a scenario can be realized using a well-structured combination of technologies from the fields of
the internet of things, business intelligence and federated learning, blockchain, and business process
management. We illustrate all of this with a visionary case study inspired by industrial practice in
the automotive domain. In doing so, we provide both an academic basis for the integration of several
currently dispersed research fields that need to be integrated to further smart manufacturing towards
outcome management and a practical basis for the well-structured design and implementation of
customer outcome management business cases in smart manufacturing.

Keywords: smart manufacturing; outcome economy; customer outcome management; data-driven
business; business intelligence; federated learning; blockchain; internet of things; business process
management; RAMI 4.0

1. Introduction

In the current economy, we see a major trend towards outcome thinking that is causing
an essential shift of focus for many business organizations. In a traditional business-to-
business supply chain setting, producers deliver products (or combinations of products and
services) to their customers. The producers focus on optimizing the quality of their products
to their standards, and the customers are responsible for using these products to their best
advantage. This often causes a mismatch between what is delivered to the customers and
what they need to strengthen their own market position. In the new setting known as the
outcome economy, customers expect producers to deliver their products so that they directly
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contribute to their success in their market. In other words, producers are expected to create
value by delivering solutions to customers that in turn lead to quantifiable results for these
customers [1]: their outcomes. In this vision paper, we apply outcome economy thinking to
the domain of smart manufacturing. Below, we first further explain the context and goal of
this paper. Next, we discuss the approach taken to achieve this goal and the structure of
this paper that follows from this approach.

1.1. Context and Goal of This Paper

In this paper, we focus on the business paradigm of outcome management for cus-
tomers in the advanced manufacturing domain, which we label customer outcome manage-
ment in smart manufacturing (abbreviated as COM in SM). Moving from delivering products
to delivering outcomes to customers opens a wealth of new business opportunities in the
manufacturing domain. It means that a manufacturer does not limit itself to providing
its customers with products, leaving it to the customers to use these products to become
successful in their markets. Rather, a manufacturer is actively engaged in generating suc-
cess for its customers. Thus, it creates a closer relationship with these customers. Apart
from this improved relationship, the customer outcome management paradigm provides
the manufacturer with direct information about the effects of the use of its products. This
opens doors for data-driven product evolution and innovation.

The need for outcome thinking in manufacturing has already been recognized [2],
but its adoption in practice is lagging behind more service-oriented domains. This is
understandable to some degree, as the manufacturing domain is a very “physical” domain
by nature and outcome thinking moves the focus partly away from the physical prod-
uct. To support the introduction of outcome thinking into manufacturing scenarios, we
present a visionary business framework in this paper. This framework aids in a structured
exploration, design, and realization of outcome-oriented business mechanisms in smart
manufacturing. In our work, we interpret the term “smart manufacturing” in the broad
sense, i.e., including both the product design, actual product manufacturing, and after-sales
service aspects. The framework that we propose is a blueprint that does not solve all
detailed problems in the adoption of an outcome orientation in manufacturing practice but
that provides a well-structured basis for making the first steps.

When moving from selling products to selling outcomes, it is essential to establish
the “amount of outcome” generated by the use of products—this will be the basis of the
compensation of the producer by the customer. To quantify these results of customer
outcome management, i.e., to measure and report these outcomes, digital technology comes
into play. Outcome management requires data-driven business management, which ac-
quires an increasingly real-time character in modern business settings. Therefore, internet
and internet of things (IoT) technologies are used to capture data in the customer context.
Additionally, business intelligence (BI) technologies are used to transform this data into ac-
tionable information in the provider context. Other digital technologies, such as blockchain
and federated learning, are used to create a basis for trust in the processing of data, as these
data reflect essential business characteristics of involved organizations. Business process
management technology (BPM) comes into play to support the structured execution of
processes that generate outcomes. All in all, customer outcome management is a typical
example of required integration of diverse digital technologies to realize complex business
goals. Just a single technology class does not provide a complete solution [3,4]. In this
paper, we discuss this kind of digital technology integration in the context of customer
outcome management in the smart manufacturing domain.

1.2. Approach for and Structure of This Paper

To support customer outcome management best and use digital technology in an
optimal way, the business paradigm point of view and the digital technology point of
view (as discussed above) cannot be seen independently: they are strongly connected.
In other words, in a complex setting such as customer outcome management in smart
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manufacturing, we need a holistic framework to carefully balance the pull of requirements
from the business perspective with the push of technology from the IT perspective. This
allows us to achieve the optimal development of digitally enabled business operations [5].

The attention to the outcome economy concept in existing literature, however, mainly
focusses on the business strategy level in a descriptive way [1,2,6]. For example, manage-
rial guidelines to set up outcome-based collaboration have been researched [7,8]. When
outcome thinking needs to be translated, however, into actual operational, data-driven
business structures, a proper operationalization of the outcome economy concept is still
lacking. A reference design guideline for its operational implementation is needed, both in
business and in information technology terms.

In this paper, we discuss the construction of this design guideline for customer out-
come management in smart manufacturing (COM in SM), following the approach shown in
Figure 1. In this figure, we see the main four steps taken in the approach. As the first step,
we have selected the basis for our work, i.e., the starting ingredients. These are formed by
the concept of the outcome economy, the concept of cybernetic control, and a value chain
model. This basis is next integrated in two sub-steps. First, we construct a general model
for customer outcome management, using prior exploratory work [9]. Then, we specialize
this towards the domain of smart manufacturing. In the third step, we enrich the model in
consecutive sub-steps with respect to three aspects that are essential to operationalize the
model towards application in industrial practice. These aspects are reactivity, intelligence,
and trust. For each aspect, we first look at the concept, then map this to concrete digital
technology. In the fourth step, all the foregoing is operationalized into a set of reference
tools that consists of a reference model and a reference architecture. This set embodies the
reference design guideline for COM in SM. Throughout the second to the fourth step, we
illustrate the models developed by means of a case study that is inspired by a real-world
case in the domain of automotive manufacturing.
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The developed reference model and reference architecture help define business rela-
tions between organizations and positioning data capture and data-processing technologies
for the data-driven business execution required by the outcome paradigm. They also pro-
vide the basis for the first step in digital operationalization of the paradigm. In other words,
with these tools we lay the foundation of the digital transformation of a manufacturing
organization towards customer outcome management.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work and position
our work in the RAMI4.0 reference model for smart industry, addressing Steps 1a and
1b of Figure 1. In Section 3, we introduce the business outcome management paradigm
by means of a multi-stage cybernetic model, addressing Step 2a. In this section, we also
introduce our smart industry example case scenario, which we use throughout the paper to
illustrate introduced models (Step 5). We specialize the cybernetic model towards the smart
manufacturing domain in Section 4 by linking the model to Porter’s value chain model
(Steps 1c and 2b). In the next three sections, we operationalize the conceptual cybernetic
model by infusing three operational aspects essential to customer outcome management
(Step 3). We show how specific information technology classes provide functionality for
these aspects. In Section 5, we show how sensor technology of different kinds supports the
aspect of reactivity (Steps 3a and 3b). In Section 6, we discuss how business intelligence
(BI) and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies support the aspect of intelligence (Steps 3c
and 3d). In Section 7, we show how the aspect of trust in a customer outcome management
setting can be supported by blockchain and federated learning technologies (Steps 3e
and 3f). Throughout the entire paper, we lean on business process management (BPM)
technology for the enactment of business processes—we do not allocate a specific section to
BPM. In Section 8, we process all of this into a reference model and reference architecture
for customer outcome management in smart industry, addressing Step 4 of our approach.
We end the paper with conclusions and an outlook in Section 9.

2. Related Work and Positioning

The outcome economy concept has attracted substantial attention from industrial
practice and academic research in recent years [1,2,6–8]. We see, however, that the focus is
often either on the business side or on the technology side, paying little attention to the
required operational interplay between these two perspectives. It is this interplay that is
the basis for the framework presented in the current paper. Our previous work [9] takes
the first steps towards the required integration of business and IT aspects in outcome
engineering. In the current paper, we heavily extend this work and specialize it towards
smart manufacturing.

One way to analyze the field of outcome management from a business perspective
is to look at contracts between a provider and a customer in an outcome setting [7]. In
outcome-based contracts, the remuneration of a provider by a customer is defined based
on the realized outcomes. The payment is not for the product, nor for the use of the
product, but for the positive effects of the use of the product. This is in stark contrast to
many current scenarios in the manufacturing domain, where the customer either pays for
the ownership of the product (a traditional product sales scenario) or for the use of the
product (a traditional leasing scenario), irrespective of what the product actually brings
in terms of business advantage for the customer. There are examples, however, of a shift
towards outcome management. An illustrative example from the manufacturing domain
can be found in the aircraft engine industry, where settings are explored in which actual
performance of engines is sold instead of the physical product [6]. We see examples in
other industries, as well. In the financial industry, we see the emergence of pay-for-effect
contracts, such as companies that detect double payments in financial records [10] and are
compensated with a share of the hence-saved money.

Outcome management is also studied from the perspective of business model innova-
tion. From this perspective, outcome management can be seen as a mechanism of value
creation and value capture [8]. Often, academic work from this perspective stays at the
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strategic (or sometimes tactical) level of business innovation. This kind of work does not
provide explicit structures for realization at the operational level, let alone blueprints for the
involvement of advanced information technology. In the industrial transport and logistics
domains, business models are explored in which the effects of data analytics services on
transport efficiency are sold instead of the services themselves [11]. This is an operational-
ization of outcome-based contracts [7] as discussed above. On a more strategic level, work
on the customer-activated enterprise [12] shares some aspects with outcome thinking, as it
proposes concepts to use customer input to decide what a provider should deliver.

On the technology-inspired side, we find work on using the internet of things (IoT)
and edge computing to measure performance indicators and outcomes. In a manufacturing
context, this can be coupled with developments in the field of data-driven smart manufac-
turing [13] and the industrial internet of things (IIoT) [14]. Some work exists that mentions
the link between the IIoT and the outcome economy [15] or the link between the IIoT and
business models [16]. To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no work available
that presents a structured way to implement this link from an engineering perspective.

Between customer value management and deployment of digital technology, we
find approaches that model the value of technology. For example, in the service value
modeling approach [17], the business value of industry solutions is analyzed. Even though
this work also mentions “outcomes”, the term is used in a more general sense to denote
strategic customer benefits. This is different from the way the term is used in outcome
economy thinking (and the current paper) to denote the main “object of transaction” in the
operational relation between a provider and a customer.

In this paper, we focus on outcome management in smart manufacturing. The field of
smart manufacturing is a subfield of smart industry. There is too much general work (i.e.,
not focused on outcome thinking) on smart manufacturing and smart industry to review
in this paper. We do, however, explicitly use the well-known RAMI4.0 reference model
for smart industry to position our vision. RAMI4.0 [18] is a leading standard framework
for organizing various dimensions used to structure concepts and developments in smart
manufacturing. RAMI4.0 is typically illustrated by the three-dimensional cube shown
in Figure 2.
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As shown in the figure, the three dimensions in RAMI4.0 are labeled layers, life cycle
and value stream and hierarchy levels. The layers dimension “represents the information that
is relevant to the role of an asset”. It covers the business-to-technology spectrum by relating
different aspects of a manufacturing asset to layers of the enterprise architecture. The life
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cycle and value stream dimension “represents the lifetime of an asset and the value-added
process”. This axis distinguishes between the type and instance of a production system and
its elements, such as the digital design of a product and its instantiation as a manufactured
product. The hierarchy levels dimension is used to “assign functional models to specific
levels” of an enterprise. This axis uses aggregation to establish enterprise levels, ranging
from the connected world (i.e., networks of manufacturing organizations in their eco-
systems) via stations (manufacturing work cells) to devices and products. The hierarchy
levels dimension is related to the ISA-95 manufacturing hierarchy standard [19]. The
connected world level is introduced above the enterprise level of ISA-95 to emphasize the
importance of supply chain networks in Industry 4.0.

The work in this paper is positioned along the entire life cycle and value stream dimension
of RAMI4.0. In the hierarchy levels dimension, we explicitly cover the connected world to
work centers levels of a manufacturer in our control model, but the actual implementation
of outcome management mechanisms typically involves lower levels as well. If we also use
this dimension for the product use environment (on the consumer side), our scope is larger:
we cover the control device to connected world levels. Obviously, the connected world level is
of paramount importance for the work in this paper, as we focus on inter-organizational
process control. In the layers dimension, we mainly focus on the business to communication
layers, though the two lower layers are implicitly of importance too.

3. The Business Outcome Management Paradigm

In this section, we discuss the business outcome paradigm. As follows from the discus-
sion in the previous section, existing work on the paradigm is not based on a conceptual,
holistic view. To realize this view, we start with the development of conceptual model that
is the basis for the well-structured incorporation of both business and technological aspects.
We do this from an engineering perspective by using a cybernetic model as the basis for
our approach [9]. First, we discuss a single-stage model that represents cybernetic control
of a single organization. Then we extend this to a multi-stage model (i.e., an abstraction of
a supply chain) with outcome-based control. We end this section with the presentation of
the case study that we use to illustrate the topics in the next sections.

3.1. Single-Stage Cybernetic Model

In traditional systems engineering [20] applied to business design [21], we typically
find single-stage cybernetic models for control of the production process of products or
services only within the scope of the producing organization. Such a model is often used
for quality control purposes. This model is shown in Figure 3, which is easily mappable to
the control systems in traditional approaches [20].
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Figure 3. Single-stage business control model.

In the model, we see a business process that represents the production of goods or
services by an organization. It consumes input consisting of combinations of raw materials,
parts, and possibly input services. It produces output in the form of products or services
for acquisition by customers. Quality characteristics of the output are measured by a sensor
element (depicted by the double triangle in the figure). This may be an automated sensor
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but may also be a manual inspection procedure. The output of the sensor is processed
by a regulator element (depicted by the double circle with arrow in the figure) to create
instructions for the business process whenever the quality level of the produced product
or service needs to be adjusted. Instructions may be explicit in the form of commands or
implicit in the form of parameter values for the execution of the business process. As such,
the business process acts as the actuator in the control loop.

3.2. Multi-Stage Cybernetic Model

When we use the cybernetic model for a chain of organizations (i.e., a supply chain),
we obtain a model such as the one shown in Figure 4. This model shows a simple chain
with only two organizations: the provider organization that produces and supplies goods
or services and the customer organization that consumes these. The model can be extended
to a supply chain of arbitrary length in which each predecessor organization provides to its
successor organization. This does not change the principles of our approach.
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Figure 4. Multi-stage business control model.

In the cybernetic model in Figure 4, each organization has its own feedback loop to
control the quality of its own business process, focused on its own market. Consequently,
it observes the quality of its own output, but not the quality of the output of its customer.
This implies that the focal organization is unaware of the performance of the customer
organization in its market. To implement outcome thinking in this model (as introduced
in Section 1), we need to make the focal organization aware of this performance. We do
this by introducing an additional feedback loop across the organizations to create a two-
stage cybernetic model with a chain-level feedback mechanism, i.e., a customer outcome
management model. This model is shown in Figure 5 (omitting the local feedback loops of
Figure 4 for reasons of clarity). In this model, the provider is directly aware of the effects
of its products in the market of the customer: the customer outcomes. These customer
outcomes are measured by the sensor in the market of the customer, which measures the
“outcome key performance indicators”. These we call outcome performance indicators or OPIs
for short.

In the figure, we see that the output (which is the achievement of the desired outcome)
is produced by two actuators in a sequential configuration: that of the provider and that
of the customer. Both actuators are business process-based: it is the operation of the firm
that actuates. For smart manufacturing processes to be controlled in a structured way,
they should be built using business process management (BPM) principles [22,23]. In this
paper, we focus on the actuator formed by the provider business process, as we focus on
smart manufacturing scenarios in which a provider produces products that are the basis
for customer outcome realization.
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Outcomes can be measured using various frameworks and standards. For instance, in
the framework domain, Van Looy et al. [24] provide a general framework of typical per-
formance metrics used in organizations. In the standards domain, the ISO 22400 standard
provides a reference of key performance indicators (KPIs) for production systems [25,26].

3.3. The Example HBM Case Study

As a case study for the next sections of this paper, we look at a fictive (but real-world-
inspired) manufacturer of hybrid-drive buses for inner-city passenger transport. As this
paper is a vision paper (i.e., forward-looking), it is not based on experiences with a specific
case (i.e., backward-looking), but on the general experience in the author team in both the
automotive industry [27,28] and the smart mobility domain [29,30]. We label the company
HBM (Hybrid Bus Makers).

HBM decides that in the modern economy, it is time to add an outcome-based business
model to their portfolio. In this model, they provide hybrid buses to urban transportation
providers (bus operators) and bill them not for the buses themselves, but for the outcomes
that the use of the buses generates for an operator, i.e., for the contribution to the realization
of the OPIs of an operator. This aligns well with the need for more market orientation of
the operators themselves [31]. After discussions with their customers, HBM decides to use
three kinds of customer outcomes:

O1: The number of passengers transported per time unit—this reflects the main opera-
tional KPI for the operators. HBM can influence this outcome by making their busses
more attractive to travelers (e.g., in terms of speed of transport, in terms of opera-
tional reliability, or perhaps even in terms of cost of transportation—the latter being
influenced by the cost of operating a bus).

O2: The operating efficiency of buses in terms of energy consumption per distance—it
is important for bus operators to be “green” [32]. HBM can influence this outcome
by improving the physical characteristics of the drive train of their busses or by
improving (the parametrization) of the software that controls the drive train.

O3: The average traveler satisfaction with the comfort in buses in a specific period (where
comfort is influenced by smooth driving behavior of buses). This is an important
strategic KPI for the operators, as it helps obtain more customers in their markets
(i.e., passengers).

We show the resulting outcome scenario in Figure 6. The outcomes can be further
detailed in an outcome specification table as shown in Table 1. For each KPI, the outcome
performance indicator (OPI) is specified as well as the required reporting interval. For
example, outcome O3 is measured by the net promoter score (NPS) of HBM services on a
daily basis.
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Table 1. Outcomes in HBM case.

Outcome OPI Reporting Interval

O1 nr. of passengers/(hr × route) Minute

O2 nr. of KJ/km Second

O3 NPS Day

We revisit the HBM scenario in the next sections of this paper. In Section 4, we add
an explicit view on smart manufacturing, looking at the business functions of HBM. In
Sections 5–7, we analyze the scenario with respect to the aspects of reactivity, intelligence
and trust in customer outcome management. In Section 8, we use the scenario as an
application for the reference model and architecture introduced in this section.

4. Customer Outcome Management in Smart Manufacturing

In this section, we refine the general customer outcome management model that
we have introduced in the previous section for application in the smart manufacturing
domain. In the smart manufacturing domain, products are delivered to customers for the
realization of customer outcomes. The products can have accompanying services that aid
in this realization, following the concept of product–service–system (PSS). The product
or product–service combination goes through a lifecycle that is relevant to the outcome
management paradigm, as an outcome is realized differently in each phase of the lifecycle.
We discuss this lifecycle in the subsection below. In Section 4.2, we introduce Porter’s value
chain model [33], which we use for the integration of the product lifecycle phases into the
outcome management model as discussed in the previous section. In Section 4.3, we apply
the concepts of this section to our running HBM case study.

4.1. The Product Lifecycle Perspective

A product typically goes through a product lifecycle with a number of phases. Many
lifecycle models have been described using different sets of phases. In a recent compari-
son [34], a model with nine phases [35] is the most detailed. It contains the phases shown
in the first column of Table 2.
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Table 2. Discussion of product lifecycle phases.

Product Lifecycle Phases [35] Relevant for Current Paper? Included and Label

product concept No, outside outcome scope No

design Yes Product design

raw material purchase Yes, secondary importance No

manufacturing Yes Product manufacturing

transportation Yes Product delivery

sale No, outside outcome scope No

utilization Yes, but implicit to provider No

after-sale service Yes Product after-sales servicing

recycle/disposal No, outside outcome scope No

To delineate the scope of our approach to customer outcome management, in the
second column of the table, we consider whether each phase is relevant to the line of
thought in the current paper. Two phases are outside the operational scope of customer
outcome management: to start customer outcome management, a completed product
concept is required; also, a contract between provider and customer (i.e., a completed sale
phase) must have been established. The recycle/disposal phase of a product is outside the
design scope of our current framework. It may be considered in future research, though.
Raw material purchase (i.e., procurement) is within scope, but considered of secondary
importance in our current framework and hence omitted for reasons of brevity (it can
be added where necessary). The utilization stage is certainly in scope (as this is when
customer outcomes are realized), but the provider is not involved in the actual utilization
of the product. In our model (Figure 5), the provider only observes measurements from the
sensors in the utilization context. Hence, the utilization phase is implicit to the provider
and hence is omitted from explicit discussion in this paper. In Section 7, we will see that it
is actually important to keep this phase implicit to guarantee trust in competitive scenarios.

Following this discussion, we keep four lifecycle phases for discussion in this paper,
as shown in the third column of Table 2. We describe these phases as follows:

1. Product design: product design results in the blueprint of the product (including the
bill-of-materials or BOM) as well as the blueprint of the process for manufacturing
the product (including the bill-of-processes or BOP). This phase is often supported by
a product lifecycle management (PLM) system.

2. Product manufacturing: product manufacturing uses the BOM and BOP to actually
manufacture (physically create) the product. In smart manufacturing, the manufactur-
ing process is typically controlled by a management execution system (MES) or by a
manufacturing process management system (MPMS) [36].

3. Product delivery: the product delivery phase takes care of sending manufactured
products to the customer for deployment in the customer business context, i.e., the
context where outcomes are realized.

4. Product after-sales servicing: during the use of the manufactured products in the
customer context, after-sales services can be deployed to enhance the use of the
products and hence the improvement of customer outcomes. Examples are mainte-
nance, product reparameterization or the installation of new versions of firmware into
the product.

These four product life cycle phases can be mapped directly to a value chain model
to further operationalize our line of reasoning towards business functions in customer
outcome management. We do this in the next subsection.
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4.2. Adding Porter’s Value Chain Model to Outcome Thinking

Porter’s value chain model [33] is one of the best-known models for structuring the
functions in a manufacturing organization. As the feedback loop in outcome management
is used to control functions in the provider organization, we use Porter’s model to refine
the black boxes of the provider and customer organizations as shown in Figure 5. We use a
slightly adapted version of Porter’s value chain model, shown in Figure 7. Below, we first
explain the structure and elements of this model, and next link the elements to the product
life cycle phases that we have selected in the previous subsection.
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Figure 7. Value chain model (adapted from [33]).

Like the original model, our model contains nine basic functions that can be distin-
guished in a manufacturing organization. In the lower half of the figure, we see the five
primary functions that directly generate the value of the organization: inbound logistics,
operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and service. From a supply chain
management perspective, the left side from operations is upstream-oriented and the right
side from operations downstream-oriented. In the upper half, we see the secondary or
supporting functions that enable the primary functions: procurement, technology devel-
opment, human resource management and firm infrastructure management (including
finance and subfunctions such as building maintenance). On the right side of the figure,
we have the output of the combined functions that in our context represents the customer
outcome. Likewise, on the left side we find the input to the combined functions. This
actually may be a customer outcome from the perspective of an upstream provider in the
value chain. We do not discuss this, however, as it repeats the downstream discussion.

In traditional, make-to-stock manufacturing, only the three downstream-oriented
primary functions are directly influenced by customers at the operational level. In make-
to-order manufacturing, the other two primary functions are also influenced. In highly
customized manufacturing (i.e., engineer-to-order), even product design in the technology
development function is directly influenced. One might even reason that product design
becomes a primary function—but as the Porter model is widely used, we keep to the
organization of this model. As customer outcome management embraces these more
modern trends, these influence the further design of our model.

When we embed the value chain model of Figure 7 into the customer outcome man-
agement model of Figure 5, we obtain the model of Figure 8. This model we can label as
a value-chain-refined customer outcome management model, but we will use the shorter term
outcome management model for pragmatic reasons.
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Figure 8. Porter’s model embedded in customer outcome management model.

The outcome management model of Figure 8 shows the structure of the internal
functions of both provider and customer but does not make use of this structure. This
means that it is not clear which provider functions deliver the product or services to which
customer functions, such that outcomes can be realized. It is also not clear which functions
of the provider are controlled by the decisions made by the regulator in the feedback loop.
To bring in this level of detail, we refine the model of Figure 8 to the model in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Porter’s model embedded in customer outcome management model with detailed connections.

In Figure 9, we firstly see a refinement of the outcome generation process, based on
the four product lifecycle stages that we have identified in Section 4.1:

1. The technology development function of the provider implements the processes related
to the product design lifecycle stage.

2. The operations function of the provider implements the process related to the product
manufacturing stage.

3. The outbound logistics function of the provider implements the processes related to the
product delivery stage, delivering the manufactured product to the inbound logistics
function of the customer.

4. The service function of the provider implements the processes related to the product
after-sales servicing stage. It supports the operations function of the customer in
creating products or services that in turn generate the targeted customer outcomes
(via the outbound logistics and service functions of the customer, which serve the
customer’s market).
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In Figure 9, we next see a refinement of the outcome control mechanism. Based on
the interpretation of the measurements of the sensor in the market environment of the
customer, the regulator of the outcome management loop can influence the manufacturing
and delivery of products—and hence the generation of the customer outcome down the
chain—in four different ways. These four ways are indicated by the four arrows from the
regulator in Figure 9, which we discuss in left-to-right order):

1. The regulator can decide that the product specification needs to be adapted to enhance
the customer outcome and signal this to the technology development function of the
provider, for example as a product change request to its PLM system. As an example,
the sensor measurements may indicate a too-low uptime of the products, which
requires a change to a product parameter.

2. The regulator can decide that the customer outcome can be enhanced by improve-
ments to the manufacturing process and hence signals this to the operations function
of the provider. As an example, the conclusion of analyzing the sensor readings
may be that there is a significant variation in the performance of individual products,
which may indicate too much tolerance in the manufacturing process. This can be
handled by advice for a change of machine settings in the bill-of-processes (BOP)
handled by the manufacturing execution system (MES) of the provider.

3. The regulator can decide that the customer outcome can be enhanced by a timelier
delivery of products and hence signals this to the outbound logistics function, which
may be reflected as a change in its product delivery planning. As an example, sensor
readings may indicate lost transactions of the customer because of unavailability of
the product manufactured by the provider.

4. The regulator can decide that the customer outcome is not optimal because of inad-
equate after-sales performance and hence signals this to the service function of the
provider. As an example, sensor readings may indicate that a deployed product is not
always fed the latest version of product parameters that are distributed by the service
function (such as embedded software versions) or that maintenance is necessary. Note
that maintenance in this context is reactive maintenance from an outcome generation
perspective, but may be preventive (i.e., proactive) maintenance from a traditional
product perspective. These kinds of regulator decisions should lead to a change in
customer service scheduling.

Note that each of the four ways implies a feedback loop that includes one of the
four functions of Porter’s model that have effects that are directly visible to the customer.
Each of these four feedback loops is related to product lifecycle stages, which are again
related to the life cycle and value stream dimension of the RAMI 4.0 reference model [18]
(see Figure 2). The four ways in the order discussed above cover this dimension from left
to right, paying special attention to logistics. This use of feedback loops is related to the
concept of data-driven product lifecycle management [37], be it that we use the loops for
outcome evolution, not primarily for product evolution.

We chose the aggregation level of the Porter model for our purposes in this paper,
as this provides enough detail for a thorough, high-level analysis of outcome scenarios
in smart manufacturing (obviously more than the abstract model of Figure 5). Complete
manufacturing process models, such as have been developed in for example the HORSE
project [22,38], come into play once the overall outcome scenario has been designed and
the full, detailed operationalization has to be realized. These models have similar levels
of detail to those in other business process management (BPM) [39] application domains,
which goes beyond the scope of the current vision paper.

In the next three sections of this paper, we show how the aspects of reactivity, intel-
ligence and trust can be explicitly added to the model of Figure 9 to arrive at a complete
framework for IT-enabled customer outcome management in smart manufacturing. Before
going there, we first introduce our running example.

The application scenario that we use in these sections for the illustration of our vision.
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4.3. Application to the HBM Case Study

When we apply the concepts of this section to the HBM case introduced in Section 3.3,
we first have to look at the concretization of Porter’s model to the HBM situation. The first
important observation is the fact that HBM’s product consists of two important parts: a
physical bus and the onboard software for this bus. The onboard software controls many
of the functions of the bus, such as engine and brake operation. As such, the software
determines the operational characteristics of the bus, such as energy consumption and
passenger comfort. The second important observation is the fact that physical buses need
physical logistics to reach customers, but software does not need this. Hence, HBM has
allocated the software distribution function to the service function of Porter’s model. This
results in the applied value chain model of Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Porter’s model applied to HBM outcome generation.

Next, we link the functions in the HBM value chain model to the regulator in the
outcome management scenario, as shown abstractly in Figure 9, such that HBM can enable
outcome generation for its customers. As shown in Figure 10 (note that we have omitted
the customer side of the scenario to keep the figure legible), five functions are linked to the
regulator. This means that the operation of five functions is influenced by the regulator
to optimize customer outcome generation. We can refine the linkage by looking at the
individual outcomes defined by HBM. This leads to the linkage shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Linkage between outcomes and business functions in HBM scenario.

Bus Development Software
Development

Bus
Production

Hardware
Servicing

Software
Distribution

O1 3 3

O2 3 3 3

O3 3 3

For reasons of brevity, we omit the discussion of details in this table—they are based
on domain-specific characteristic choices. Do note, however, that we include only links
that are related to outcome management. For example, obviously the business function
of bus development (like the use of more modern engines) can produce a reduction of
energy consumption by busses (related to O2). HBM, however, does not need an outcome
management mechanism to control this development: it is part of the standard technology
evolution process within HBM. In other words: not everything related to the operation
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of a provider is related to outcome management. This illustrates the fact that an outcome
management scenario should be designed with care.

5. Adding Reactivity to the COM Model in SM with Sensors

In the previous sections, we have introduced the notion of customer outcome man-
agement, and we have operationalized it into a cybernetic model and applied it to a smart
manufacturing setting. The functionality covered so far is basic outcome management. To
make it usable in industrial manufacturing practice, we need to extend this functionality
with respect to several aspects. In this section, we cover the first of these aspects: reactivity.

To address reactivity in outcome management, we focus on the sensing capability of a
digital outcome management system to support real-time behavior in the feedback loop
that is a core element in the outcome management mechanism, as shown in Figure 5. More
concretely, we take a detailed look at the types of sensors in the market of the customer
that we need to enable reactivity. This sensor classification is discussed in Section 5.1. After
that, we illustrate the use of the classification in our running HBM case study.

5.1. Sensor Classification

The way data are collected in data-driven smart manufacturing depends heavily on
the kind of data collected [35]. Likewise, the way the sensor function can be embodied
in our customer outcome management framework depends heavily on the nature of the
variables that describe the outcomes to be measured [9] and hence on the way the data
is captured.

From a systems point of view, these variables can be divided into three main classes,
with corresponding sensor elements. Firstly, there are variables of which the data values
are recorded in an existing information system of the customer’s (such as the number of
sales transactions). In this case, the sensor is a software interface to the information system
of the customer to retrieve the data. Secondly, there are physical variables that can be
measured directly in the customer’s domain (such as the speed of a vehicle). In this case,
the sensor is a physical measuring (IoT) device in the field of operation of the customer
with a software data interchange interface. Thirdly, there are non-physical variables that
cannot be measured directly (such as customer satisfaction). In this case, the variables
are measured by and stored in a system external to the cybernetic feedback system, such
as a social media system. To the cybernetic feedback system, such external systems are
black boxes. Hence, the external system is the sensor. In all cases, the sensor should be
of a trusted type, since it provides the basic data that regulate the business relationship
between the provider and the customer.

The data-provisioning mechanism from sensor to regulator can be organized in either
a push or a pull fashion. In the push fashion, the sensor element automatically provides the
values to the regulator component on a periodic basis. In real-time feedback mechanisms,
the period is short, and the data takes the form of a continuous data stream. In the pull
fashion, the regulator element explicitly requests the values from the sensor element. In
case of a continuous, real-time data stream, this may imply substantial overhead. In more
“sparse” circumstances, this can avoid unnecessary data transfer.

When we combine these two dimensions of the feedback mechanism, we obtain the
six classes of sensor elements shown in Table 4. We briefly discuss the six classes below.

Table 4. Sensor element classification.

Push Pull

Recorded data (i) data provisioning software
module (ii) data query interface

Physical data (iii) active IoT device or CPS (iv) passive IoT device or CPS

External data (v) external system with data
stream subscription

(vi) external system with data
query interface
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(i) Pushed recorded data is provided by a software module in an information system
that retrieves the data from the data store of that system and sends it on its own initiative to
the regulator element of our framework. An example of this type of data is a set of records
from a customer relationship management (CRM) system that contains new customer
data. Data can be pushed on a periodic basis (such as once per minute) or on the basis of
specific events (such as observed threshold values). The provisioning module can either be
a standard module of the system or a plug-in for monitoring purposes.

(ii) Pulled recorded data is explicitly requested by the regulator element of our frame-
work. The kind of data may be similar to that in Class i, but the trigger for data transfer
is different. To enable this, the information system managing the recorded data needs
to publish a query interface. The regulator element determines the moments that data
is pulled and the exact nature of the data. The source system and the regulator typically
belong to different organizations, so the query interface needs to be subject to an access
control mechanism.

(iii) Pushed physical data is provided by an active IoT device containing a measuring
instrument that measures physical context variables or by a cyber–physical system (CPS)
containing such an instrument. One example is a digital temperature sensor in a factory
machine or a GPS location sensor in a vehicle. It is “wrapped” by the IoT device or CPS
that transmits the data resulting from measurements. The IoT or CPS determines when
data is sent and may perform basic data processing, such as averaging measurements.

(iv) Pulled physical data is provided by an IoT device or CPS as in Class iii, but in this
class the device or CPS are passive: they only provide data upon request by the regulator
element. As in Class ii, explicit access control is important in this class. An advanced CPS
may have a query interface such as the systems in Class ii. A simple IoT device typically
has a simpler polling interface.

(v) Pushed external data originates from active external systems that monitor the
environment of the customer, which function as a sensor in the feedback loop. Examples
of such systems are social media systems (the data of which can be used for sentiment
analysis) and traffic monitoring systems (the data of which can be used for transport
efficiency analysis). Subscriptions are required to a data stream provided by these systems,
where the subscription parameters specify the precise kind of data streamed.

(vi) Pulled external data originates from active external systems that function as a
sensor, as in Class v. To allow data pulling from the sensor, these systems provide external
query interfaces. These query interfaces are often made available in the form of Web
Services or public APIs. To use them, a subscription may be required.

Apart from the type of sensor, the sensing frequency is important. For the measure-
ment of some outcomes, the frequency needs to be in the sub-second scale, whereas for
other outcomes, a frequency in the days scale is sufficient (we present examples in the
discussion of the case study). In the case of high-frequency sensing, it may be necessary to
buffer (or even aggregate) sensor measurements before sending them to the regulator in
order not to overload the communication channel.

Note, finally, that sensor readings are transmitted to the regulator of our outcome
management mechanism. The regulator is typically located with the provider, such that
outcome-related data has to be transmitted between organizations. This data is obviously
sensitive, as it contains important business performance data of the customer. Hence,
it may be necessary to encrypt the data for transmission. Various techniques to do so
are available [40].

5.2. Application to Example Case Study

As discussed in Section 3.3, three outcomes are managed in the HBM scenario: number
of passengers transported (O1), energy efficiency of buses (O2), and passenger satisfaction
(O3). Each of these outcomes is of a very different nature and hence requires a different
sensor setup.
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For managing O1, two different sensing strategies can be followed. As the first alter-
native, the number of passengers can be measured by retrieving data from HBM’s ticketing
system (i.e., we have a Class ii sensor). This approach assumes that every individual bus
ride is registered in the system. As the second alternative, physical sensors can be placed
at the entrance of each bus to physically observe the number of passengers boarding and
transmit this data to the regulator (i.e., we have a Class iii sensor).

For managing O2, we require a direct coupling to the engine management system in
each bus. This system typically contains physical energy consumption sensors as well as
other sensors to measure contextual data that help to understand the energy consumption
values, such as bus acceleration sensors [41]. Measurements need to be very frequent to
obtain data with a granularity that allows HBM to optimize their bus management software
in a quantitative way. Hence, buffering of measurements is required.

For managing O3, two strategies are again available. Either the sensor is formed by a
customer survey system of an external marketing agency that periodically sends reports
(Class v sensor), or the sensor is formed by a sentiment analysis system that scrapes social
media upon request (Class vi sensor).

In Table 5, we provide an overview of the above considerations. Note that the details
in the table are all the consequence of design choices. Different choices would have led to
different details in the HBM sensor setup.

Table 5. Sensor setup in HBM case.

Sensor Class Sensing Frequency Implementation Aspects

O1 ii or iii minute scale

Class ii: coupling to HBM ticketing system;
Class iii: physical sensors in

buses—buffering of measurements may be
required

O2 iv sub-second scale
Class iv: coupling to bus engine

management system—buffering of
measurements is required

O3 v or vi day scale
Class v: coupling to external passenger

survey system; Class vi: coupling to social
media-based sentiment analysis system

The sensing frequencies specified in Table 5 should at least be high enough to support
the reporting intervals specified in the outcome specification table as shown in Table 1. If
the frequencies are higher, local aggregation of measurements (i.e., at the sensor location)
can take place to avoid excess data transmission.

6. Adding Intelligence to the COM Model in SM with Data Analytics

In the previous section, we have added reactivity to our outcome management frame-
work to enable more real-time-oriented behavior in the control loop. More real-time-
oriented behavior implies more frequent decisions by the regulator in the framework and
this in turn requires automation of decision making by the regulator as the element that
makes the operational outcome management decisions. Therefore, in this section we pay
attention to the business intelligence perspective of customer outcome management.

Control theory (as used in our control models) is always prescriptive: it aims at steering
the behavior of a system—in our case, the behavior of an outcome business ecosystem by
the regulator. There can be different levels of automation, however, in a control model: with
high levels of automation, little human input is required; with low levels of automation,
most of the work is done by humans. Therefore, we discuss intelligence ambition levels
for the regulator below, as these levels are the basis for levels of automated control in
outcome management.

After discussing the ambition levels, we briefly discuss how the various ambition
levels can be coupled to the business functions that we have identified in Section 4.2. Then,
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we pay brief attention to the representation of data to be processed by the regulator. We
end this section by bringing the discussed aspects in practice in the context of the HBM
case study.

6.1. Intelligence Ambition Levels

In Section 5.1, we discuss a classification for the embodiment of the sensor element
in the cybernetic feedback mechanism. In this section, we discuss a similar exercise for
the various types of embodiments of the regulator element. In doing so, we focus on
classifying the functionality of the data processing by the regulator, based on Gartner’s
four ambition levels for data analytics [42]. Going from a low to a high ambition level, we
have summarized the four classes of regulators in Table 6 and discuss them below.

Table 6. Regulator element classification.

Type of
Regulator

Level of
Complexity

Level of Control
Automation

Typical Techniques and
Technology Used

(a) Descriptive Low Low

Dashboards, visual analytics [43]
(e.g., with Power BI

(https://powerbi.microsoft.com,
accessed on 23 February 2023)),

statistical analysis (e.g., with SPSS
(https://www.ibm.com/

products/spss-statistics, accessed
on 23 February 2023))

(b) Diagnostic Low-Medium Medium Statistical analysis (e.g., correlation
analysis), causal analysis [44]

(c) Predictive Medium-High Medium

Classification models, regression
models [45], neural networks [46],

SciKit Learn
(https://scikit-learn.org/stable/,

accessed on 23 February 2023),
PyTorch (https://pytorch.org/,

accessed on
23 February 2023)

(d) Prescriptive High High
Optimization models, advanced

machine learning, generative
models [47]

(a) A descriptive regulator interprets data from the sensor element in the customer
environment and produces descriptions of this data, i.e., summarizes what happened in the
market environment of the customer. This summarization can be presented, for example,
in a dashboard for a decision maker. Interpretation of this information is performed
completely manually by the focal organization. A descriptive regulator typically requires
rather simple analytics technology. The level of automation in the feedback mechanism is
low in this case. In production environments, this class of regulator can be referred to as a
digital shadow [48] of the customer outcome.

(b) A diagnostic regulator interprets data from the sensor element in the customer
environment and produces diagnoses for the events that happened in the market environ-
ment of the customer in terms of the business process of the focal organization. It typically
also requires measurements from the sensor element local to the customer. This provides
the focal organization with input for reactively tuning its business process to optimize the
outcome for its customer. This class of regulator is a basic digital twin [49] with simple
analytical power but no simulation capabilities, also referred to as a digital shadow [48]
with analytical power.

(c) A predictive regulator interprets data from the sensor element in the customer
environment (and the local sensor of the focal organization) to generate predictions of the

https://powerbi.microsoft.com
https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics
https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
https://pytorch.org/
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effects of changes on the business process of the focal organization on the outcome for the
customer organization. This enables the focal organization to perform what-if analyses and
to tune its business processes proactively to optimize the outcome for its customer. This
class of regulator corresponds to a digital twin [49] with advanced analytical power, often
based on simulation capabilities.

(d) A prescriptive regulator interprets data from the sensor element in the customer
environment (and the local sensor of the focal organization) to generate models that
prescribe the parameters for the business process of the focal organization to optimize the
outcome of its customer. Prescriptive analytics is the most advanced class of analytics, but
it is used in industry [50]. It can be used in a supply chain that requires a high level of
automation where human involvement can be avoided. If the prescriptive regulator can
also autonomously control the business process of the focal organization (e.g., by linking it
to a process management system [51]), we obtain a fully automated control loop.

6.2. Coupling Intelligence Ambition Levels to Manufacturing Functions

Not all ambition levels are equally applicable to regulate actuation in the four identified
manufacturing functions of the provider (see Figure 9). We briefly discuss the use of the
ambition levels per business functions below.

In the technology development function, we typically find activities for qualitative
product design and quantitative product parameterization. Each of these two kinds of
activities can be actuators for customer outcome realization. Regulator input for qualitative
product design is typically descriptive, or at best diagnostic, as it is difficult to provide
predictive or prescriptive feedback to qualitative product redesign. Regulator input for
quantitative product parameterization is preferably diagnostic or predictive to help in
setting the right product parameters. In case of the availability of high-quality, predictive
product models (i.e., product digital twins), prescriptive input may be feasible.

In the operations function, diagnostic regulator input is typically easily usable, as it
describes the reason for sub-optimal outcome realization in the product manufacturing
process. Given the fact that the operations function in a manufacturing organization is
usually of a heterogeneous, physical kind, using predictive or prescriptive models in the
regulator typically is difficult.

For the outbound logistics function, in principle, all ambition levels are possible,
depending on the maturity level of the logistic functions involved. This includes both the
outbound function at the provider and the inbound function at the customer, as these are
tightly linked in the overall logistics process.

For the service function, again all ambition levels are possible. Similar to the outbound
logistics function, this depends on the maturity levels of the service functions of the provider
and the operations function of the customer.

6.3. Intelligent Representation of Outcome Data

In order to facilitate intelligent processing, the stream of outcome data provided by the
sensors in the customer domain has to be in a format which allows it to be interpreted by
the regulator. This is true across all intelligence ambition levels (as outlined in Section 6.1)
and may be achieved by following the frameworks and standards described in Section 3.2,
which ensure conformity across customers.

Following such practices ensures that measurement data are structured [52], allowing
for their (automated) ingestion by regulators regardless of which customer the data are
coming from. With this in mind, it is still necessary to store and organize the incoming data
and ensure compliance with the agreed-upon standards. Semantic technologies may be
leveraged for this purpose. Data interoperability and machine readability are the driving
motivators behind the development of such technologies [53].

One such technology, namely an ontology, is a data model for capturing information
about concepts and their relationships in a given domain. In the context of our paper, an
ontology provides a formal description of the different components of an organization,
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its partner organizations, and the relationships between these components. Of particular
interest is the modeling of the relations between customer sensors and regulators as this
provides an opportunity to impose constraints on the data exchanged between these two
entities. For instance, an ontology could specify that the data exchanged be of a certain
type with values in a specified range.

Domain ontologies for manufacturing, and more recently smart manufacturing, have
been proposed [54], allowing for easy adoption and extension to the outcome-based busi-
ness model. We note, however, that ontology modeling does not prescribe how data
exchange occurs between customers and producers in our approach. We describe the
technologies which can be utilized for such exchanges in Section 7.

6.4. Application to Example Case Study

In Table 7, we show sample regulator ambition levels for the HBM case for the combi-
nations of outcomes and business functions (based on the links identified in Table 3)—note
that these are design choices and other choices are possible. For reasons of brevity, we do
not discuss all entries in detail.

Table 7. Regulator ambition levels in HBM case.

Bus
Development

Software
Development

Bus
Production

Hardware
Servicing

Software
Distribution

O1 Descriptive Descriptive

O2 Predictive Prescriptive Diagnostic

O3 Diagnostic Predictive

We observe that the ambition levels range from descriptive to prescriptive. For exam-
ple, the regulator output to the bus development function for the realization of outcome
O1 (passenger numbers transported) is descriptive. The level of automated control is
low, as the bus development function contains many diverse design activities that may
each influence realized passenger numbers in some way. Consequently, highly automated
control does not apply. Hardware servicing to increase outcome O2 (energy efficiency of
a bus) can be controlled in a prescriptive fashion, as there is a clear, quantitative relation
between the level of service of a bus and the operating efficiency of this bus. Hardware
servicing for outcome O3 (passenger satisfaction) can be controlled in a predictive way (as
in predictive maintenance [55]) to prevent customer complaints with respect to the comfort
of bus rides. The relation between bus production (the actual manufacturing process of
individual busses) and outcome O3 is much more complicated, however. Consequently,
diagnostic control is chosen here to find correlations between manufacturing activities and
passenger satisfaction and leave further decisions about process changes to human experts.

7. Adding Trust to the COM Model in SM with Blockchain and Federated Learning

In this section, we analyze the aspect of trust in customer outcome management.
Trust is (obviously) an important element in any manufacturing supply chain. Trust can
be established based on the quality of the products that are delivered by a provider to a
customer and that the customer pays for: there is a physical basis for trust. In a customer
outcome management scenario, the provider delivers an outcome, not a product. The
outcome is measured in the scenario and this measurement results in outcome data. These
data are the basis for trust in the scenario—they replace measurements of physical product
characteristics. Therefore, trust management in a customer outcome scenario has to be
data-based. This data-based mechanism has two important aspects.

First, we need a mechanism for data-based trust between provider and customer. Both
parties need to be sure that the outcome measurements are mutually agreed on, as the
full outcome management is based on these measurements. This implies that they have
to be passed through a trusted “channel” that both parties can rely on in a symmetric
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sense and that they have to be stored in a trusted way such that there is a common basis to
handle possible disputes between the parties. We discuss this aspect in Section 7.1. We will
show how blockchain technology can be used to provide a digital basis for this aspect of
trust management.

Second, we need to be aware that in most manufacturing supply chains, and hence
customer outcome scenarios, there is more than one customer. In traditionally organized
supply chains, the provider supplies products to the individual customers, who proceed
completely independently. In customer outcome management, all customers send their
outcome measurement data to the provider that they share, which processes the data. The
outcome data are, however, the key data about the performance of each customer and hence
highly sensitive in a competitive market. Without any “data protection”, the customer
would therefore not trust the outcome mechanism. We address this aspect in Section 7.2.
Here we show how federated learning technology can be used as a digital means of
creating trust in a multi-customer environment by distributing intelligent processing of
sensitive information.

7.1. Trust between Provider and Customer

In outcome-based business models, the payment of the provider for aiding in the
realization of outcomes for the customer is typically completely based on the measurements
of these outcomes: the provider is paid for the amount of outcomes realized. For this reason,
it is essential that the provider and consumer have a shared and trusted repository for these
measurements. This is shown in Figure 11 as an extension of Figure 9. Here we see that the
measurement results of the sensor element are fed to this the trusted repository and the
regulator reads its input from this repository.
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Figure 11. Using a trusted measurement repository for trusted regulator input.

When the provider bills the customer, this is on the basis of the measurements in
the shared trusted repository. This means that the financial settlement process between
provider and customer (handled by the firm infrastructure function of Porter’s model) uses
this data to verify billing steps. This is shown in Figure 12.
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gregator needs to be of a trusted (certified) kind. This extension of the model is shown in 
Figure 13. 
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Figure 12. Using a trusted measurement repository for trust in outcome-based billing.

Blockchain is the obvious technology for implementing the trusted measurement
repository [56]. Its symmetric, distributed character suits the impartial position needed
in the outcome management mechanism. Moreover, the immutability of data stored in a
blockchain platform suits the purpose of storing measurements: historic measurements
should be unalterable by any of the involved parties.

There is one technical consideration that we need to include into our framework. A
sensor element may produce frequent readings. This depends among other things on
its type, as discussed in Section 5.1: IoT- or CPS-based sensors with a push mechanism
may produce readings that are much more frequent than strictly required for the outcome
management mechanism. Storing these readings in a blockchain platform is costly from a
computational perspective if the platform is owned by the partners and from a financial
perspective if a third-party blockchain provider is used. For this reason, an aggregation
of sensor readings may be required on the customer side [56]. Like the sensor itself,
this aggregator needs to be of a trusted (certified) kind. This extension of the model is
shown in Figure 13.

A private blockchain network may suit this scenario. In this case, the nodes of the
network can be run by the provider and customer but also by a third-party blockchain
system provider. In case a public blockchain is required to improve the level of transparency,
specific technology such as Layer 2 Ethereum networks [57] or IOTA [58] may be considered.
Layer 2 Ethereum networks, such as Polygon (https://polygon.technology/, accessed on
23 February 2023), provide higher performance and scalability, as well as lower costs,
by processing transactions on a limited-scale network that synchronizes its state only at
regular intervals with the main Ethereum network. IOTA [58] provides an immutable
distributed storage environment that requires neither its nodes to pay fees when submitting
new transactions nor miners to perform computational work or stake their cryptocurrency
to produce new blocks. As such, it is well-suited to high-frequency IoT transactions. Note
that information in a public blockchain is public, so the customer should store encrypted
data in the blockchain and grant the provider the key to decode such data.

https://polygon.technology/
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Figure 13. Customer outcome management mechanism with trusted measurement aggregator.

With a blockchain platform in place for outcome management, the platform can—
obviously—also be used for creating trust in the “traditional” elements of the business
relation, such as in keeping a log of the delivery of manufactured products. In this case,
the outbound logistics function of the provider and the inbound logistics function of the
customer use the blockchain platform for the digital administration of goods movements
between the organizations. This is illustrated in Figure 14 by the arrows between the two
involved logistics functions and between these and the trusted measurement repository.
This mechanism does not directly rely on the outcome measurements—hence we have
dotted the data flow between sensor and repository.
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7.2. Trust between Customers in Competitive Markets

The application of outcome management in a multi-customer outcome management
scenario brings a very different aspect of trust to the table. In such a scenario, a provider
serves multiple customers by helping each of them individually to achieve their desired
outcomes. A customer typically, however, does not want their private business data to
be potentially visible to the other customers, such as because they operate in the same
market and are in a competitive relationship. In addition, obviously, sensor measurement
data in outcome management is typically sensitive, as it is usually directly related to key
performance indicators of a customer.

To create a situation of trust in such a scenario, we need to keep the sensitive, private
data with the customer that generates the data and move some of the business intelligence
logic of the regulator element to that customer. This decentralized business intelligence
logic performs the “local intelligent preprocessing” of the data, such that only non-sensitive,
abstracted data needs to be sent to the provider party, which manages the central part
of the business intelligence. The provider makes the decentralized part of the business
intelligence mechanisms available to each individual customer. This situation is shown in
Figure 15. In a practical scenario, the customer side of the figure (the customer functions,
the sensor element, and the decentral part of the regulator) is replicated for each individual
customer (as shown by the light dotted box in the figure).
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Figure 15. Using distributed business intelligence to create trust between customers.

To operationalize the trust mechanism for multiple (competitive) customers in an out-
come management scenario, we can use federated learning concepts and technology [59].
Federated learning is a machine learning technique that enables a collaborative learning
approach in which different customers can train a neural network while the training data
never leaves the organization. It applies to many forms of machine learning, including
linear models, decision tree-based variants, and deep neural networks. In its basic case,
each contributor trains a local model and shares the model parameters with the other
contributors. This is typically carried out via an aggregator (the provider in our model),
which merges the individual models into a new common model. Federated learning is
applied to construct predictive control systems (regulators in the context of our framework)
that employ classification or regression machine learning models [60]. Regarding descrip-
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tive regulators, there are approaches to federated clustering where clusters can be seen as
data descriptors [61].

To further enhance the privacy of customers in a federated scenario, secure multi-party
computations [62] can be used to prevent the regulator from learning about the individual
updates, as can differential privacy [63] to prevent reengineering the used learning models.

7.3. Application to the HBM Case

In the HBM case, HBM makes large investments by making buses available to bus op-
erators to realize their outcomes, as well by providing service on these buses. Consequently,
the bus operators make sizeable payments to HBM for their part in the realization of the
outcomes. Given this, HBM has considered a third-party blockchain operator to provide
a private trusted measurement repository for the storage of outcome measurements—for
all three kinds of outcomes (O1, O2 and O3). Alternatively, the customer may store the en-
crypted outcome measurements on a public blockchain such as Ethereum, thereby reducing
the storage costs through a Layer 2 network.

As bus operators served by HBM may be competitors in specific transport markets,
HBM employs a distributed business intelligence solution based on federated learning.
Using federated learning, competition-sensitive details of bus operation can be abstracted
from. A typical example of such details can be found on ridership details on specific bus
routes (where multiple operators may be active in the same urban area). An updated
version of the logic of the decentralized portion of the regulator is periodically distributed
by HBM to all the participating bus operators. Part of this logic can be run on the on-board
system of buses to directly process readings from onboard sensors. This portion can be
updated via the channel for new releases of the overall onboard software of the busses.

8. A Reference Operations Model and Reference Architecture for COM in SM

In this section, we combine the discussions of the previous sections into two mod-
els: an overall reference operations model for customer outcome management in smart
manufacturing and a reference architecture for customer outcome management in smart
manufacturing. Combined with the conceptual customer outcome management model
introduced in Section 3, these two reference models are used in the design of the system
landscape and system requirements for customer outcome management in a concrete
application setting. This is illustrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Use of reference models.

Put briefly, the reference operations model provides guidance with respect to what is
to be achieved in an outcome scenario (i.e., the business operations view) and the reference
architecture provides guidance with respect to how to implement this with advanced IT (i.e.,
the digitization view). We discuss the two reference models in the two subsections below.

8.1. The Reference Operations Model

The aim of the reference model is to be a guiding tool in two kinds of process.
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First, the reference model is designed to help in operationalizing a customer outcome
scenario in which the outcomes to be managed have been clearly defined. In this process,
the reference model guides making structured and informed choices of which technologies
to employ in which way, i.e., with which variations as presented in the previous three
sections of this paper. Hence, the model helps in a top-down structured design process
to bridge the world of business requirements (defined as outcomes) to IT infrastructures
needed to perform the data processing for outcome management.

Second, the reference model is designed to explore the implications of various choices
in a scenario in which the outcomes to be managed are not yet clear. This aids in determining
which outcomes are feasible to be managed, given constraints in available (or achievable)
data and data processing mechanisms, as well as the “controllability” of provider business
functions required for managing specific outcomes.

The reference model is shown in Figure 17. Start with definition of outcomes to be
managed. Trust management choice depends on specific kind of data, which in essence can
be any of the identified data types.
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Figure 17. Reference model for customer outcome management in smart manufacturing.

Choices can lead to “short” and “long” feedback loops as illustrated in Figure 18.
In this figure, we see the relevant business functions of the provider on the left side and
the business functions of the customer on the right side. The functions of the provider
have been identified in Section 4.1. For reasons of brevity, we omit a Porter-style analysis
of the customer side and concentrate on deployment of the product delivered by the
provider and the functions for internal realization of outcomes respectively external (in the
market of the customer) realization of outcomes. The shorter feedback loops (for example
between product deployment and product servicing in Figure 18) may be found in existing
value chain configurations. The longer feedback loops (feeding data back from internal
and external outcomes realization) are the ones that are specific to customer outcome
management and are rarely found in current value chain practice.
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All combinations of provider and customer functions as shown in Figure 18 are
possible in principle as a basis for a feedback loop. This leads to all cells shown in Table 8,
in which we have marked the three combinations shown in Figure 18 for illustrative
purposes. The “easier”, more traditional feedback loops are in the bottom-left corner of the
table; the “harder”, more advanced loops are in the top-right corner.

Table 8. Matrix for customer-provider feedback loops.

Product Deployment Internal Outcome
Realization

External Outcome
Realization

product development X

product
manufacturing X

product logistics

product servicing X

8.2. The Reference Architecture

In the previous subsection, we have presented a reference operations model for busi-
ness outcome management. To support this model with digital systems to arrive at a
data-driven solution, we mapped the control model to a reference architecture that iden-
tifies the main systems involved as well as the required interfaces between them. The
reference architecture is meant as a blueprint to facilitate organizations in designing digital
support for outcome management scenarios. Consequently, it can be considered a prelimi-
nary facilitation architecture to be applied in multiple organizations or a Type 5 reference
architecture in the framework presented by Angelov et al. [64]. We present the reference
architecture at two levels: a collapsed architecture that gives a high-level overview and an
expanded architecture that provides more detail.

The collapsed architecture is shown in Figure 19. We see that this architecture contains
an operations level, at which the systems that directly support the operations of the
organizations involved are located. It also contains a control level, at which the systems that
implement the control loop of the cybernetic model that underlies the outcome management
scenario are located. At the operations level, the provider and customer have their actuator
systems, and an external information system is included (run by a third party) that is
necessary in case a sensor of Type v or Type vi (see Table 4) is involved. These systems
encapsulate the sensor element(s) of the outcome management mechanism. At the control
level, there is a decentralized regulator system in case a federated approach is used (as
discussed in Section 7.2). It is not necessary if the regulator is fully located at the provider
side (therefore, it is shown with a dashed box). The repository system can be located in
various places, depending on which mechanism is used and who controls it (as discussed
in Section 7.1).
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Figure 19. Collapsed reference architecture for customer outcome management.

To detail the collapsed reference architecture of Figure 19, we map the business
functionality of Figure 15 to a typical system landscape found in a smart manufacturing
context to arrive at the expanded reference architecture. In expanding the collapsed
architecture, we identify system types that realize specific functionality related to the
business functions that we have identified in Section 4.2. Note that this functionality—
or part of it—may be controlled by an end-to-end manufacturing process management
system (MPMS) [38]. For reasons of clarity and brevity, we omit this layer in the discussion
below, as its explicit inclusion introduces many variations depending on the chosen system
landscape in a particular context.

Depending on the choices that we make with respect to support for explicit trust
management (as discussed in Section 7), we can have two variations of the expanded
reference architecture (with the possibility of a hybrid between the two).

The variation of the expanded reference architecture without support for explicit trust
management is shown in Figure 20. As discussed with the collapsed reference architecture,
at the control level, the repository system for outcome measurements can be located with
the provider, the customer, or a third-party intermediary. At the operations level, we find a
number of systems as detailed below.
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On the provider side, we find four main systems in the manufacturing domain related
to the business functions identified in Section 4.2:

• A product lifecycle management system (PLMS) supports technology development
(product engineering).

• A manufacturing execution system (MES) supports manufacturing shop floor operations.
• A logistics management system (LMS) supports the outbound logistics of manufac-

tured products to the customer.
• A customer relations management system (CRMS) supports service towards the customer.

On the customer side, we show a very general set of systems, as the precise set depends
on the business domain the customer is in. We have the following systems:

• A logistics management system (LMS) supports the inbound logistics of manufactured
products from the provider.

• An operations management system (OMS) manages the core business process of the
customer (the actuator in our model that directly generates the outcomes). The precise
nature of the OMS is heavily dependent on the business domain of the customer. The
OMS may consist of a number of more specific systems. It can include sensor(s) of
types i to iv.

• A customer relations management system (CRMS) that is faced towards the market of
the customer and is involved in collecting outcome measurements from that market.
It can include sensor(s) of types i and ii.

• An optional external data system (EDS), which is not in the domain of the customer,
but provides external customer outcome measurements. If present, it includes sensor(s)
of types v and vi.

The variations of the expanded reference architecture with support for explicit trust
management are shown in Figure 21. The operational level is the same as that of Figure 20.
At the control level, we have included support for explicit trust management in the form
of blockchain and federated learning systems. The architecture explicitly shows that
each organization has its own blockchain nodes. The blockchain network takes care that
all organizations have the same view of the data in the blockchain. The details of the
synchronization mechanism [56] are not relevant to the outcome management mechanism;
hence the connection between the blockchain nodes is shown with a dashed arrow.
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We show a concrete elaboration of the expanded reference architecture in the discus-
sion of the HBM case study in Section 8.4.
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8.3. Positioning in RAMI4.0 and OT-IT Connection

In Section 2, we have positioned our approach with respect to the RAMI4.0 frame-
work [18], stating that the main control mechanism for the manufacturer is positioned
between the connected world and work centers level of the hierarchy levels dimension
of the framework. The overall outcome management feedback loop is obviously at the
connected world level, as it connects multiple organizations. The business functions as
identified in Section 4.2 and shown again in Table 8 are at the work centers level. When go-
ing down into the details of the actual actuation of activities at the provider level, however,
lower levels of the hierarchy levels dimension are involved. This can involve manufac-
turing business processes [22,38] or specific functional systems, as discussed in the next
subsection on the reference architecture for customer outcome management.

On the customer side, we have the sensors. These sensors can be positioned at low
levels of the hierarchy levels dimension of RAMI4.0: physical sensors are typical at the
field device level, though they may be encapsulated by digital systems one or two levels
up. External sensors may be at a much higher level, up to the connected world level. A
regulator in our framework is typically positioned at the enterprise or work center level. All
of this means that various hierarchy levels have to be covered and connected to achieve
full customer outcome management. Consequently, the levels of what are often considered
operational technology (OT) and information technology (IT) in manufacturing contexts
have to be integrated, and typical OT-IT dichotomy problems [28] have to be addressed.

8.4. Application to Case Study

In this section, we apply the reference model and reference architecture introduced
before in this section to the HBM case study.

Figure 22 shows the application of the reference model to the case study. We see that
the identified outcomes to be managed (O1, O2, and O3—as identified in Section 3.3) are
the starting point for all further considerations. These are mapped to their characteristics
along the three dimensions of the model, using:

• the considerations in Section 4.3 for the mapping of outcomes to business func-
tions (leading to the details of the product lifecycle stage control dimension of the
reference model);

• the considerations in Section 5.2 for the mapping to the control data type
(leading to the selection of data types in the vertical dimension of the
reference model);

• the considerations in Section 6.4 for the mapping to control automation levels in the
respective dimension of the reference model;

• the considerations in Section 7.3 for the selection of trust management characteris-
tics governing the exchange of outcome data, as shown in the left side of the refer-
ence model.

Though complicated at first glance, the reference model shows the main characteristics
of data processing for outcome management by sensors and regulators, as well as the
actuated business functions. As such, it is the basis for the embodiment of the reference
architecture for the case study.

Figure 23 shows the application of the expanded reference architecture to the HBM case
study. The architecture is based on the variation with support for explicit trust management
(as shown in Figure 21). The decision has been made to make two modifications to the
reference architecture (apart from specializing the systems towards the application scenario
of HBM). Firstly, HBM does not have a separate CRM system that can be used in the
control loop of the outcome management scenario. HBM has CRM functionality in their
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, but this is used at too aggregated a level to
be useful here. Secondly, HBM produces hardware and software (busses and onboard
software systems)—the production of the former is managed by an MES, the production of
the latter by an application management system (AMS, which can be seen as a PLMS/MES
for software production).
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By separating MES and AMS in this architecture, it becomes evident that there are
two outcome-provisioning channels between the bus manufacturer and a bus operator:
one for hardware (the buses and spare parts for them) and one for the onboard software in
the buses.

9. Outlook and Conclusions

This paper presents a vision for a complete mechanism for customer outcome manage-
ment in an advanced smart manufacturing scenario. For the smart manufacturing industry,
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we see outcome-based business as THE next logical step in the product-to-value ladder
that we see in many markets:

• Traditionally, markets were based on selling products (such as cars in the
automotive market)

• Then, markets (partially) transformed into selling period-based usage contracts (such
as lease contracts in the automotive market)

• Next, mechanisms were developed to shift to pay-per-use models (such as pay-as-you-
go models in the automotive markets, e.g., ShareNow (https://www.share-now.com,
accessed on 23 February 2023))

• Finally, in outcome-based thinking, we move to not being paid for the product or the
use of the product, but for the value that the use of the product brings (such as actual
transport performance in the automotive market)

The customer outcome management mechanism that we propose takes all main
business functions in a manufacturing organization into account in a data-driven business
control loop, including product design, production, and after-sales service. This means that
it goes beyond using data only for the optimization of the core production processes as in
more narrowly-focused smart manufacturing approaches and even beyond approaches
that include product design next to production, such as [65].

The customer outcome management approach provides new opportunities in a world
that is based on more dynamic, value-based relations between providers and customers.
In our running case in this paper, we provide an example from the business-to-business
(B2B, in this case bus maker-to-bus operator) automotive domain. In this case, outcome
management provides new forms of business interaction, allowing more dynamism but
also better coupling between provider and customer goals. Outcome management can
also play a role in business-to-consumer (B2C) markets. An interesting example from
the automotive domain is an electric car maker that sells optimal transportation as an
outcome to individual car owners—where optimal transportation for electric cars is heavily
dependent on battery usage and available driving range. This requires a broad range
of sensors and trusted processing of sensor readings (because of privacy concerns of the
drivers), as well as a regulator with advanced analytics to optimize car characteristics,
engine and battery use, and driving instructions to the user (as a form of service). Exploring
B2C manufacturing scenarios is an interesting field for further research.

The fact that many products—such as in the automotive market—become networked
opens possibilities in this direction for the producers of these products as an outcome
provider. They can consider selling the performance of their products (such as uptime)
instead of selling the hardware of the products. As a side note, outcome-based thinking
can also work for a manufacturing firm in the role as a customer. To create and maintain
networked product solutions, they may have outcome-based contracts with their digital
infrastructure solution provider. This opens new ways to flexibly digitize their ecosystem.
In this way, a network of outcome-based business can be built.

As we have shown in Section 7, customer outcome management can take input from
various customers, using explicit trust management mechanisms where these customers
are in a competitive relationship. This input can in principle be used to specialize out-
come delivery for specific customers, i.e., bring the principle of mass customization in
smart manufacturing [66,67] into the customer outcome management paradigm. Mass
customization, however, is not a general requirement to serve multiple customers in an
outcome management scenario: customers with different variations in outcome definition
can be served by the same outcome management mechanism (driven by all their outcome
measurements, as discussed in Section 7). Hence, we see mass customization as an add-on
to customer outcome management in smart manufacturing. As the customer outcome
management paradigm in itself is complex and can be readily applied in a multi-customer
context, we have not included this possible extension in this paper. It is interesting for
possible future work, however.

https://www.share-now.com
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Our outcome management mechanism is based on the business and organization
perspectives and is operationalized with several classes of advanced IT. The business and
organization perspectives are structured in the presented reference model and the classes
of IT in the presented reference architecture. As such, it can be regarded as guidance for
smart manufacturing organizations that want to make a digital transformation towards
outcome-based markets. In making such a digital transformation, not all elements need to
be realized in one step. The presented reference model and reference architecture provide a
basis for a structured, step-wise approach.

As this paper is intended to be a vision paper on the interface between academic de-
velopment and industrial deployment, we cannot present a full evaluation of our reference
model and architecture yet. Experience in evaluating elements of our overall approach to
outcome management (as presented for example in [9]) provides positive feedback, how-
ever. In future work, we intend to perform more organized evaluation of our contributions.
One of the points that need some improvement towards more practical use and evaluation
is the reference model as presented in Section 8, as the three-dimensional model may be
hard to use in practice—details of this improvement are part of future work.

Additionally in future work, it will be interesting to cover business functions in the
actuating business process that we have left out of scope in this paper: recycle/disposal
of manufactured products (to couple outcome engineering to support for cradle-to-cradle
manufacturing and a circular economy concept) and procurement (to include just-in-time
buying strategies into our approach).
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